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 think that band has a potential to become a real band in Bollywood.. its a nice attempt... and the video is not bad.. just the songs
may be better.. but kunal needs to work on his acting skills..he does get nervous if he is on the sets,so he is unable to deliver
what he has to. Superhit Band For sure one of the best Band movie in the Indian Bollywood today... Hats off to the music
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director for coming up with unique and catchy bhajans and jingles... Hats off to the director for giving justice to the music...
Hats off to the actor's for their great performance...and hats off to the director's for making the movie in such a realistic

fashion... Most Interesting & well made 'Band' movie!.. The film has a promising start with a great song from Kunal,the one
song "Maalai Gyaan" is very catchy..the guitar sound is very similiar to the time the Band started (Nineties),but it is not a

remake of the old one.. though it is a bit too modern sounding.. "India kya pyaar hua kiya hua" has the tune of "Ne zamana
chanda", a very famous bhajan composed by RD Burman & sung by Lata Mangeshkar (she became a huge fan of bhajan music

as a child from the film),I think it's a great compliment by any of the song composer's (they are all great & the best in the
business of making music) to compose a song which has the same tune as their famous song from the past,but a different

arrangement & different singer...Aqsa Khan in an incredible performance..it's a must watch..she has a great voice, looks & has a
lot of personality...Bass Player Reshma is also an integral part of the music,the song is a perfect way to introduce her... Then
there are other songs like "Jaane ke jasoos" & "Prem ki jawani" that could have been done better,but they are all good.. the

Choreography by Chandan Shekhar & Dheeraj V.G. is simply superb..with that awesome dance routine by Hema & Aqsa,and
those moves by the dancers on stage & behind the stage..(with the great choreographer of the film)..Chandan & Dheeraj's

choreography is simply mind blowing..and 82157476af
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